HIPAA Risk Assessment
Meet HIPAA Requirements, Lower Risk
and Track Your Progress

Never Worry About HIPAA Compliance Again
With data breaches and attacks on healthcare entities at an all-time high, you
can’t afford to just check the boxes on your IT security. All it takes is one breach
to sully your organization’s reputation and expose your patients’ private information to
cybercriminals around the globe.
BAI Security’s HIPAA Risk Assessment takes your data protection to the next level. With this
comprehensive risk assessment, no corner of your organization will go unchecked, ensuring
HIPAA compliance and the safety of your patient’s protected health information (PHI).
Best yet, this system makes risk prevention easy. Just log in via your portal access to upload
your relevant documents and track progress — we’ll take care of the rest.
Services in this assessment include:
ÌÌ

Project management

ÌÌ

Project calls and meetings

ÌÌ

Questionnaires to collect information and evidence

ÌÌ

On-site assessments of security controls and safeguards

ÌÌ

Collection, analysis and review of documented evidence

ÌÌ

Assessment against the HIPAA Security Rule and HITECH Act

ÌÌ

Preparation and delivery of assessment report

Regulatory Compliance
Ensuring the confidentiality, security, and integrity of patient records and personal data is
a critical concern for healthcare organizations. HIPAA regulations and guidelines mandate
that organizations conduct risk assessments of their Information Security Program on a
periodic basis.
The methodology utilized in this risk assessment employs the key auditing standards of
the HIPAA Security Rule (2003) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health (HITECH) Act (2009), including updates from the HIPAA Omnibus Rule
(2013). This assessment focuses on systems and controls that receive, store, process or
transmit ePHI.

The Assessment Process
Our comprehensive and accurate approach was designed
to make the risk assessment process as effortless for our
clients as possible. BAI Security’s experienced assessment
team knows exactly which documents and policies to obtain
up front, allowing us to minimize individual requests for
information over an extended period.
We thoroughly review all the documents received prior
to asking our clients questions regarding their policies/
procedures; unlike many other assessment firms, which
begin by asking their questions upfront. This allows us to
ask questions relevant to your current controls and ensure
our meetings run smoothly and efficiently. Additionally, our
efficient platform for document submission and tracking
the progress of your assessment allows for shorter onsite
validation visits, which in turn reduces cost and time
requirements for your organization’s resources.
After the initial collection of policies, procedures, and validation
items, we begin an accurate evaluation based on industry
standards and a clear understanding of our client’s environment.
Once BAI Security has completed the assessment process,
your organization will receive documentation reviewing the
purpose of your assessment, our methodology, and any
findings or recommendations we may have.
These detailed recommendations provide a clear path
to compliance, based on industry best practices for any
exceptions in the findings.

Key Features
Web-based solution — access
anywhere, on any device
Upload documents via a
secure portal
Advanced analytics to show
non-compliance
Fully meet all HIPAA standards
Easy packaging with risk
remediation tools for immediate
solutions — no waiting around
Shorter and more efficient
onsite validation visits to keep
costs down

Learn More
Visit baisecurity.net, call 847-410-8180 or send
us an email at info@baisecurity.net to schedule
your free demo.
We can’t wait to tell you more about how we
can help make your healthcare organization a
safer and more trusted environment.
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